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AKW Formsafe Wetroom
Tanking Kit 10m²
Product Code: 23611

£894.00 Inc. VAT

Product Images

Description

The Formsafe 10m² wet room tanking system from AKW has a 1mm thick rubberised waterproof layer, with a
fabric mesh on one side to create a pre-formed flexible and self-adhesive waterproofing membrane for wall
and floor tiling in bathrooms and wet rooms.

Offers effective de-coupling membrane between tiles and floor preventing noise transfer and
accommodating expansion/contraction in the floor or tiles.

The system is quick and easy to install and can be used on use on a variety substrates, including timber,
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masonry, concrete, plasterboards, gypsum and tile backer boards.

Key benefits:

100% watertight - 1mm thick rubberised waterproof layer with fabric mesh on one side
Very strong
Spans cracks/gaps up to 2.25mm
Non-woven fabric, butyl with easy peel paper backing
Flexible and adhesive membrane with a paper top layer
Prevents mess and ensures no foreign bodies adhere to the surface during installation
Quick and easy to install
No drying time
FormSafe can be tiled immediately after fitting significantly reducing wetroom installation time
Factory controlled thickness of 1mm
No heating equipment required
For use on substrates, inc. timber, masonry, concrete, plasterboards, gypsum
Can be used on tile backer boards
Compatible with all AKW Wet Floor Formers

Kit contents:

1x 10m (1m wide) Roll - 10m&sup2 of membrane (1mm thick)
1x 1L Primer
1x 15m Reinforcing Tape
1x 290ml Tube of Jointing Compound
4x Pre-Formed Internal Corners

Warranty:

AKW lifetime of tile guarantee
The life time warranty applies only to manufacturing or material defects, conditional on the one-time
correct installation of the product
It does not apply to:

Inappropriate use or accidental damage
Damage or defects that result from incorrect installation
Lack of maintenance including the build up of grime
Damage or defects that result from repairs or modifications undertaken by unauthorised persons
This guarantee excludes general wear and tear through usage

Additional Information

Manufacturer AKW / Contour


